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GOALS
 A conceptual design.  A vision.
Meant to unlock some of the problems.
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To support news production + consumption 
To combat Misinformation | Deception | “Fakes”  =
A SET OF TECHNOLOGICAL INTERVENTIONS
THE NEWS VERIFICATION SUITE
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AGENDA: 
1. what’s advisable? (LIS/Education/Media Literacy)
2. what’s needed? (Journalism)
3. what’s feasible? (NLP/Automation)
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Explaining the “mechanics” of putting the knowledge from 3 points of view 
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SO-CALLED “FAKE NEWS” PROBLEM
Digital Deception (Hancock, 2012)
= an intentional control of information to create a false belief or false 
conclusion in digital environments
Several types – several “locks” to pick:
Outright falsifications (Silverman, 2017)
• for propaganda 
• for monetary gain
Journalistic fraud, rumors, hoaxes, clickbait (Chen, Conroy, & Rubin, 2015); 
Misleading satire (Rubin, Conroy, Chen, & Cornwell, 2016);
Native ads (Cornwell & Rubin, 2017).
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UNDERLYING ISSUES & LIS SOLUTIONS
Credibility results from an interaction of 
source + message +  receiver characteristics (Wathen, Burkell, 2002).
Quality of information is determined by accuracy, believability, reputation, 
objectivity (Wang & Strong, 1996),  factuality (Zmud, 1978), credibility, consistency 
completeness  (Jarke & Vassiliou, 1997), correctness,  lack of ambiguity (Wand & 
Wang, 1996), precision, reliability, freedom from bias (DeLone & McLean, 1992). 
LIS SOLUTIONS: 
check-lists, manual verification, seals of credibility, training in critical thinking, etc.
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LIS SOLUTIONS
Step-by-Step Check-Lists
MANUAL
IFLA’s  Infographic with 8 Steps to Discover the Verifiability of News 
(based on FactCheck.org’s “How to Spot Fake News”, 2016).
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LIS SOLUTIONS
Step-by-Step Check-Lists
NLP SOLUTIONS
Automated Deception Detection
63% accuracy (Rubin, et al., 2015). 
Variety of Specialized Algorithms
MANUAL AUTOMATED
IFLA’s  Infographic with 8 Steps to Discover the Verifiability of News 
(based on FactCheck.org’s “How to Spot Fake News”, 2016).
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LIS SOLUTIONS
Step-by-Step Check-Lists
NLP SOLUTIONS
Variety of Specialized Algorithms
http://SatireDetector.fims.uwo.ca/
MANUAL AUTOMATED
Satire Detector: 90% precision & 84% recall 
(Rubin et al., 2016). 
IFLA’s  Infographic with 8 Steps to Discover the Verifiability of News 
(based on FactCheck.org’s “How to Spot Fake News”, 2016).
Copy & paste 
an unattributed
article:
headlines +
body of text
Mobile or Web
JOURNALISTS ask 6 key veracity  questions:
1. Kind of content? 
2. Complete? 
3. Sources? 
4. Evidence? Vetting?
5. Alternative explanations?
6. Am I learning what I need to? 
(Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2010, p. 32)
EDITORS assess newsworthiness:
big picture composition, 
completeness, conflict, consequence, 
continuity, controversy, elite countries 
and persons, importance, interest, 
negativity, noteworthiness, novelty, 
oddity, predictability, relevance, 
sensationalism, timeliness, 
unexpectedness, and veracity 
(Galtung & Ruge, 1973; Shoemaker & Mayfield, 1987). 
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EXCELLENCE CRITERIA IN REPORTING & LIS
LIS FACTORS FOR HIGH QUALITY OF INFORMATION: 
accuracy, believability, reputation, objectivity, factuality,  credibility, consistency, 
completeness correctness,  lack of ambiguity, precision, reliability, lack of bias.
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EXAMPLE USE OF NLP IN NEWSROOMS
The Associated Press 
uses Automated Insight’s “Wordsmith” to 
transform raw earnings data into 
3,700 corporate earnings stories 
every quarter. 
In 2017 “The Future of Augmented Journalism: A 
guide for newsrooms in the age of smart machines” 
by  Marconi, Siegman,  & Machine Journalist.
Retrieved from https://automatedinsights.com/case-studies/associated-press on 5/24/2017
Retractions
Corrections
Traditional Journalists
Events (World or Local)
Sources (Direct Participants, Eye-Witnesses, Informants, etc.) + Experts + Previous Stories/Reports
Audience, Public Editors 
TRADITIONAL NEWS DISSEMINATION MODEL
News 
Stories
Fact-Checkers, Proof-Readers, 
Editors, Lawyers
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Retractions
Corrections
TRADITIONAL NEWS DISSEMINATION MODEL
Content Creators (“Reporters a.s.a.p.”)Traditional Journalists
Mass Accountability
Events (World or Local)
Stories
Sources (Direct Participants, Eye-Witnesses, Informants, etc.) + Experts + Previous Stories/Reports
REPORTING A.S.A.P. MODEL
Audience, Public Editors 
Audience, Public Editors 
Social Media  AmplificationNews 
Stories
Fact-Checkers, Proof-Readers, 
Editors, Lawyers
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Retractions
Corrections
Traditional Journalists
Fact-Checkers, Proof-Readers, 
Editors, Lawyers
Mass Accountability
Events (World or Local)
News 
Stories
Stories
Sources (Direct Participants, Eye-Witnesses, Informants, etc.) + Experts + Previous Stories/Reports
Opportunities for 
text analysis to 
support human 
decision making
REPORTING A.S.A.P. MODEL TECH. INTERVENTIONS
Deception Detection
Topicality Detection
Novelty Detection
Fraud Detection
Sentiment Analysis
Auto-Summarization
Rumor Debunking
Satire Labeling
Fact-Checking
NEWS VERIFICATION SUITE
Audience, Public Editors + Alerts. Filters.
+ Increased User Awareness. 
Audience, Public Editors 
Social Media  Amplification
Content Creators (“Reporters a.s.a.p.”)
TRADITIONAL NEWS DISSEMINATION MODEL
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EXAMPLE
Mass Accountability
Events (World or Local)
Stories
Sources (Direct Participants, Eye-Witnesses, Informants, etc.) + Experts + Previous Stories/Reports
Opportunities for 
text analysis to 
support human 
decision making
REPORTING A.S.A.P. MODEL TECH. INTERVENTIONS
Deception Detection
Topicality Detection
Novelty Detection
Fraud Detection
Sentiment Analysis
Auto-Summarization
Rumor Debunking
Satire Labeling
Fact-Checking
NEWS VERIFICATION SUITE
+ Alerts. Filters.
+ Increased User Awareness. 
Audience, Public Editors 
Social Media  Amplification
Content Creators (“Reporters a.s.a.p.”)
Any falsehoods in eye witness accounts? 
Previously reported? Similar events? 
Is the style and rhetoric sensational?
Any fraudulent information? 
Suspicious stories? 
Multiple perspectives?
Reporters:
Editors:
Info curators:
News Readers
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LIMITATIONS
Limitations
 This vision requires extensive validation (while the problem is rampant and 
urgent)
 Imperfect algorithms 
 Lacking accuracy. Built-in biases – solution is transparency & usability testing
 NLP is primarily text-based solutions 
 Other complementary method for images, video and user behavior ( looking into 
social networks & propagation)
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FUTURE WORK
Future work
 interviews with journalists (to validate our insights & perceptions of news by 
readers)
 development of individual modules (improving existing modules – Satire 
Detector, Deception Detection,; adding new ones - clickbait, native ads filter, 
fake news classification)
 Streamlining the sequence of modules (fitting them into a reasonable set of 
tech interventions.)
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CONCLUSIONS
THE NEWS VERIFICATION SUITE
To support news production + consumption 
To unlock NLP potential to support identification of
Misinformation | Deception | “Fakes” 
The essence of my vision is in integration of the 
tools into news reporting and news reading for 
specific NLP sub-tasks, as exemplified by IFLA 
checklist, for example.
Let’s pick one lock at a time! 
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THANK YOU!  SUGGESTIONS?  QUESTIONS?
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